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Summer 2018 has been full of sun and fun; the World Cup 
(félicitations à la France), the hottest heatwave since 1976, 
and cold foam freely flowing on the high street.  We do 
love summer but winter is not without its many pleasures 
too.  

To help your own winter menu development we’re proud 
to share the latest selection of innovative new products 
added to our award-winning range.  As ever, these 
have been developed, reviewed and tested to meet our 
very high standards.  This ensures they not only taste 
exceptional, they perform well, make consistent drinks 
and offer high profits.  It ’s not just new products we are 
sharing with you.  

As part of our Drinking ThinkingTM culture we continuously 
review our existing range to see what improvements can    
be made as tastes and trends develop.  As part of this 
process we have updated the much loved Zuma Spiced 
Chai to now be vegan and have reintroduced the Zuma 
Hot Chocolate Shaker.  

So, as we prepare for the colder months ahead it ’s time to 
flip frappés to happésTM, flip flops to socks* and smoothies                 
to soothiesTM,  all while looking forward to the many 
wonderful treats winter 2018 has to offer. 

CONVENIENT
CONFECTIONERY

*but please, never together.

Vegan Spiced Chai

Beetroot Latte 

Honeycomb
Hot Chocolate



The beet
   goes on  
Zuma Organic Beetroot powder is 
made from 100% organic beetroot and 
is, of course, approved by The Vegan 
Society.  Believed to boost immunity, 
endurance and stamina as well as 
increase energy levels, beetroot’s 
health benefits only add to the charm 
of this distinctive root vegetable. Our 
organic beetroot powder’s rich earthy 
flavour and vibrant colour make it the 
perfect ingredient to make delicious 
beetroot lattes and red velvet hot 
chocolates.  It can also be added to 
smoothies or as an ingredient in red 
velvet cakes.  Squeezing an incredible 
24g of fresh beetroot into each 
concentrated 3g portion this is the 
convenient, hassle-free way to add 
beetroot to your drinks menu.  

RED VELVET HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark hot 
chocolate 

 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Beetroot powder

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate and 

beetroot in a cup.  
2. Add a splash of hot water and      

mix into a smooth paste. 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring                

as you pour

BEETROOT LATTE 
 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Beetroot powder

 • 1 pump Sweetbird Sugar-free  
Vanilla syrup

 • 1 shot espresso (optional) 
 • Oat milk

1. Combine beetroot, syrup and 
espresso in a cup 

2. Mix into a smooth paste.  
3. Top with steamed oat milk,      

stirring as you pour

BEET AND BERRY SOOTHIETM 
 • 50ml Sweetbird Raspberry & 
Blackcurrant smoothie 

 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Beetroot powder

 • Hot water 
1. Pour 50ml smoothie into cup
2. Add beetroot and stir until powder 

has dissolved
3. Top up with hot water then stir

SHAKEN BAKEWELL TART 
ICED LATTE 

 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Beetroot powder

 • 1 pump Sweetbird Sugar-free  
Vanilla syrup

 • 1 shot espresso (optional) 
 • Ice
 • Almond milk

1. Combine beetroot, syrup and splash 
of hot water (or espresso) in a cup. 

2. Pour into cocktail shaker, with ice 
cubes 

3. Add 200ml of almond milk
4. Pour into cup to serve and top   

with fresh ice cubes

/zumadrinks

Last winter we introduced Zuma Organic Turmeric Chai, this year, we’re all about adding 
rich depth and colour to many hot or cold drinks with all new Zuma Organic Beetroot 
powder.  

FOR WINTER 
2018

NEW 
Beetroot & 
Raspberry SoothieTM

Beetroot Latte 

Red Velvet 
Hot Chocolate
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 • 100% ORGANIC BEETROOT
 • REGISTERED BY THE VEGAN 
SOCIETY   

 • EACH 100G POUCH USES 810G    
OF FRESH BEETROOT

 • FREE FROM ARTIFICIAL COLOURS, 
FLAVOURS, ADDITIVES AND 
PRESERVATIVES



Spice up   
  your menu

NEW
ZUMA SPICED CHAI 

NOW VEGAN APPROVED 
& REDUCED SUGAR

Spiced drinks are a welcome alternative to everyday tea, coffee or hot 
chocolate on winter menu’s.  We’ve updated Zuma Spiced Chai so it's 
now approved by The Vegan Society and has 10% less sugar, so there 
has never been a better time to give chai a try. 

Annual events and promotions like Meat-free 
Mondays, National Vegetarian Week and 
Veganuary have all contributed to the massive 
spike in the number of people choosing to 
follow a flexitarian diet.  With no hard and fast 
rules this diet appeals to people who are trying 
to reduce the amount of meat they consume 
but also still really enjoy a bacon sandwich 
or two.  As one in seven (14%) adults say they 
are interested in limiting or reducing their 
consumption of meat or poultry in the future. 
this trend is here to stay*.  Being sure to offer 
a selection of non-dairy milks not only caters 
to vegans but to anyone following a lactose 
free diet. 

Zuma Spiced Chai has been reformulated 
so, that like so many Sweetbird, Cosy and 
Zuma products, it is now registered with The 
Vegan Society.  Based on the same blend as 
before we have also increased the amount of 
spices. The new recipe can be now be enjoyed 
by anyone looking for a dairy-free chai 
experience.  Blending black tea extract with 
real ginger and cinnamon it can be enjoyed as 
an indulgent chai latte with steamed milk of 
any type, and a dusting of cinnamon to finish.  
The new blend is a denser concentration 
than before, so should now be made using 

the smaller Zuma portion scoop, with 32.0 CC 
on the base.  Zuma Spiced Chai also works 
well in many cold drinks such as a Spiced 
Mango smoothie or Spiced Peach frappé.  Add 
a selection of vegan seasonal drinks to your 
menu, such as Spiced Orange or Red Velvet 
hot chocolate, made with Zuma and Sweetbird 
vegan approved ingredients.  Recipes for 
these two hot chocolates can be found later in 
the brochure. 

DIRTY COCONUT CHAI
 • 1 scoop Zuma Spiced Chai (non-dairy)
 • 1 shot espresso 
 • Coconut milk

1.  Add chai and espresso to cup.  
2.  Mix into a smooth paste 
3.  Top with steamed coconut milk,              

stirring as you pour

SPICED BEET LATTE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Spiced Chai (non-dairy)
 • 1 scoop Zuma Organic Beetroot powder
 • Soya milk 

1.  Combine beetroot and chai in a cup.  
2.  Add a splash of hot water and mix into        

a paste  
3.  Top with steamed soya milk, stirring             
    as you pour 
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Our Vanilla Chai takes inspiration from the 
chai of India.  It ’s a mild blend of black tea 
extract, ginger and cinnamon – with a hint 
of vanilla.  You can drink it as tea with hot 
water, or as a chai latte with steamed milk 
and a dusting of cinnamon.  Zuma Vanilla 
Chai is made using the medium portion 
scoop (with 43.0 CC on the base) for portion 
control and consistent serves. 

Both the Spiced and Vanilla Chai are 
available in striking 1kg tins. 

noun; a person who has a primarily vegetarian 
diet but occasionally eats meat or fish.}flexitarian 

*Mintel’s Meat-Free Foods UK 2017 market report 

 • APPROVED BY THE VEGAN SOCIETY
 • NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURS, FLAVOURS 
OR PRESERVATIVES

 • MADE WITH REAL SPICES 

 • MADE WITH REAL SPICES
 •  NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURS, FLAVOURS  
OR PRESERVATIVES

 • APPROVED BY THE VEGETARIAN SOCIETY
 • MAKE WITH MILK OR WATER

/zumadrinks

Vanilla 
Chai

Spiced Chai 
Latte  



the 

Having made a bright yellow splash 
across the high street since we 
launched last year the appetite for 
all things turmeric shows no sign of 
abating.  Turmeric is a herbal root, 
related to the ginger family and 
commonly used in Asian and Middle 
Eastern cooking.  It is also the key 
ingredient in the century old drink 
‘Haldi Doodh’, also known as “Golden 
Milk”, given to children in India at 
bedtime.  

Award-winning Zuma Turmeric Chai 
is the easy and great tasting way to 
add this popular drink to your own 
menu.  We have created a gentle, 
organic blend of not only turmeric 
(which can be a little harsh in its 
raw state), but also real ginger and 
the flavours of vanilla and orange. 
It contains absolutely no artificial 
colours, flavours or preservatives and 
its vibrant yellow colour makes for an 
impressive array of drinks.  Approved 
by The Vegan Society it is delicious 
with coconut milk, as well as regular 
dairy.  Enjoy in a turmeric latte or try 
adding to frappés, smoothies and 
bakes.

SPICED ALMOND LATTE 
 • 2 mini scoops Zuma Organic 
Turmeric Chai

 • 1 shot of espresso
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Sugar-free  
Vanilla syrup 

 • Almond milk
1. Add turmeric, espresso and syrup 

to cup 
2. Stir into a smooth paste. 
3. Top with steamed almond milk, 

stirring as you pour

SPICED ORANGE SNOWBALL
 • 1 scoop Zuma White Hot Chocolate 
 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Turmeric Chai 

 • Steamed milk
1. Add hot chocolate and turmeric     

to cup
2. Add a splash of hot water and       

mix to a smooth paste
3. Top with steamed milk, stirring      

as you pour

SPICED MANGO LASSI
 • Ice
 • Sweetbird Mango smoothie
 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Yogurt frappé 
 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Turmeric Chai   

1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top      
of the cup. 

2. Pour smoothie over ice to 1/3 full. 
3. Fill cup with milk (to 1 cm below 

the top)
4. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jug. 
5. Add frappé and turmeric powder. 
6. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

Zuma Organic Turmeric Chai picked up Best New Product in the Specialty Beverages 
Stand-Alone category at the SCA’s World of Coffee in Amsterdam.  So when we say 
it’s the best turmeric chai on the market, the specialty coffee industry agrees too. 

Mango + Turmeric 
Smoothie

Golden Turmeric 
Hot Chocolate + cold foam

Turmeric Latte

Award winning! 
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touch 
Golden

 • APPROVED BY THE ORGANIC FOOD 
FEDERATION

 • APPROVED BY THE VEGAN 
SOCIETY   

 • FREE FROM ARTIFICIAL COLOURS, 
FLAVOURS AND PRESERVATIVES

/zumadrinks



Tempting

Organic production is fully sustainable 
and environmentally sound.  There 
is an increased awareness of the 
importance of sustainable methods 
of food production which reduce 
the detrimental impact on the 
environment.  There has been a 
considerable growth in consumer 
demand for organic products which 
is reflected in the increase in organic 
products found in the marketplace. 
This demand can lead to increased 
profitability for all concerned.  Organic 
produce is traceable from the farm 
to the fork because at every stage 
of its journey it is inspected and 
certified.  This ensures the integrity 
of any product marketed as organic, 
including Cosy and Zuma. 

Remember, if you are 
adding any of these drinks 
to your menu and calling

them organic, ALL the ingredients 
must be organic; from the milk to any 
other ingredients added. 

RASPBERRY, POMEGRANATE & 
BEETROOT LEMONADE 

 • 4 pumps Sweetbird Raspberry & 
Pomegranate Lemonade syrup 

 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic Beetroot 
powder

 • Sparkling water 
 • Ice

1. Add syrup and beetroot to cup
2. Mix until powder has dissolved 
3. Top up with sparkling water             

to 2/3 full
4. Add ice and garnish to fill

SPICED PEACH SMOOTHIE 
 • Ice
 • Sweetbird Peach smoothie
 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic  
Turmeric Chai 

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour water over ice to ⅓ full
3. Pour smoothie over water and ice 

to the top
4. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jug and add turmeric
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

MANGO AND TURMERIC SOOTHIE™
 • 50 ml Sweetbird Mango smoothie 
 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic Turmeric 
Chai 

 • Hot water 
1. Pour 50ml smoothie into cup
2. Add turmeric chai and stir until 

powder has dissolved
3. Top up with hot water then stir

ANY ADAPTOGEN LATTE 
1. Add adaptogen to cup with                  

a splash of hot water 
2. Mix into a paste 
3. Top with steamed milk, stirring      

as you pour

Our three adaptogens; Zuma Turmeric Chai, Zuma Beetroot powder and Cosy Matcha 
are all approved not only by The Vegan Society but also The Organic Food Federation, 
meaning they are free from any pesticides and all ingredients are traceable from farm to 
fork - or in this case, cup. 

Each of our adaptogens come in 
a 100g pouch and only need 3g 
to make a 12oz drink.  This means 
they are not only organic, vegan 
and totally ready for Instagram, 
they are also hugely profitable 
for businesses.  Yielding 33 12oz 

drinks per 100g these powders 
have so many uses, add them to 
makes, bakes, hot and cold drinks.  
If you need further inspiration visit 
the Cosy or Zuma websites for 
more information and recipes. 

Cosy Matcha

Zuma Beetroot 

Zuma Turmeric 
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  trends

noun; any of various natural substances used in herbal 
medicine to normalize and regulate the systems of the body.

}adaptogen

Turmeric 2

Matcha 1
Beetroot 1

Our recommended number of 
mini scoops for a 12oz latte. 

You may wish to add more 
powder to suit your taste. 



Shake
  it up
Our Zuma Hot Chocolate Shaker can 
be used to decorate cappuccinos, 
mochas or hot chocolates.  The simple 
blend of sugar and cocoa powder 
is the perfect combination, and 
has now been improved for better 
sprinkibility.  Use as a light dusting 
or with stencils to create a signature 
style for your drinks.  The blend melts 
beautifully into steamed milk to create 
a rich chocolatey coating to all your 
hot drinks.  It can be used to make 
a drinking chocolate too.  Simply 
combine a scoop with hot water to 
make a paste then top with steamed 
milk.  These shakers are great for after 
sales too – keep a few by the till for 
customers who want to take a little 
taste of Zuma home or give as a gift.  

Mochas are the wonderful result of 
coffee and chocolate colliding.  With 
so much care going into choosing 
the coffee your customers enjoy it ’s 
just as important to choose a quality 
chocolate in your mochas.  Test your 
beans with a number of different 
chocolates - different profiles work 
better with some chocolates than 
others to bring out the flavour notes 
of each.  If your coffee has dark and 
robust flavours, consider a good 
quality dark chocolate, like Zuma 
Dark.  If your beans make a fruitier 
more acidic espresso, go for a lighter 
chocolate such as Zuma Organic; the 
unalkalised cocoa will lift the flavours 
of your coffee rather than drown them 

out.  Here are some of our favourite 
cocoa and coffee combinations; 
perfect for customers who crave 
chocolate but need their daily caffeine 
hit too. 

CLASSIC MOCHA 
 • Double espresso
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark         
hot chocolate 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate with 

espresso
2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring                  

as you pour

DARK CHOCOLATE MINT MOCHA
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Mint syrup
 • Milk 

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate  
with syrup and espresso. 

2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      

you pour

SKINNY GINGERBREAD MOCHA 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Gingerbread syrup

 • 1 scoop Zuma 100% Cocoa  
 • Skimmed milk 

1. Add espresso, syrup and cocoa 
powder to cup 

2. Stir into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as            

you pour

PEANUT BUTTER MOCHA ROYALE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Peanut Butter 
syrup 

 • Milk 
 • Zuma Gold Dust

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate  
with double espresso

2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 
paste 

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as         
you pour

4. Decorate with gold dust 

BLACK FOREST MOCHA FRAPPÉ
 • Ice 
 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Mocha frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Cherry syrup

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add frappé powder and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

A dusting of chocolate on top of hot chocolates and mochas adds depth and when used 
with stencils or latte art can add value to your drinks.  They're great stocking fillers too!

FOR WINTER 
2018
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 • NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURS, 
FLAVOURS OR PRESERVATIVES

 • APPROVED BY THE VEGETARIAN 
SOCIETY

 • REDEVELOPED FOR IMPROVED 
SPRINKIBILITY*

/zumadrinks

*totally a word

Mochas can be hot or cold 
- use Sweetbird Mocha 
frappé for a really easy, 

consistent option. 

NEW



Zuma Gold Dust; the tinsel of toppings, 
is a simple blend of sugar, cocoa and 
edible gold powder, adding a golden 
sheen to any steamed milk drink. 
Free from any artificial flavours or 
preservatives it ’s registered by The 
Vegan Society so can happily be used 
on any hot drinks with steamed milk 
of any kind. 

Apply a good dusting to a hot 
chocolate before squirting on the 
whipped cream and the gold particles 
will be taken up around the edges 
of the swirl.  Or, sprinkle on top of an 
espresso before pouring your best 
latte art for added definition.  

Stencils are also an easy way to make 
your drinks look special, if your team 
aren’t quite ready to enter any latte 
art championships.  Invest in a happy 
birthday stencil to make your regular 
customers feel really valued on their 
special day, or simply add your logo to 
all your drinks for brand promotion. 

Zuma Gold Dust isn’t just for 
Christmas.  Don’t forget to stay 
stocked up through to March and use 
as a dusting on top of espressos for 
‘Pots of Gold’ to celebrate St Patrick’s 
Day too.  

Zuma Gold Dust is the perfect size 
to pop in a stocking at Christmas, so 
be sure to boost sales by offering to 
customers to use at home or give to 
friends and family as a gift. 

VEGAN HAZELNUT HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark hot 
chocolate 

 • Hazelnut milk
 • Zuma Gold Dust 

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate  
with a splash of water

2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      

you pour
4. Sprinkle gold dust to finish

SALTED CARAMEL STEAMER
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Salted Caramel 
syrup

 • Oat milk
 • Zuma Caramel sauce (to decorate)
 • Zuma Gold Dust 

1. Add syrup and sauce to milk and 
steam 

2. Pour into cup and finish with gold 
dust and a drizzle of sauce

CINNAMON LATTE
 • Double espresso
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Cinnamon 
syrup

 • Milk
 • Zuma Gold Dust 

1. Combine espresso with syrup         
in the cup

2. Top up with steamed milk
3. Finish with a sprinkle of gold dust 

ORANGE SPICED HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark hot 
chocolate 

 • 1 pump Sweetbird Cinnamon syrup 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Orange syrup 
 • Steamed milk 
 • Zuma Gold dust

1. Combine hot chocolate with             
a splash of water

2. Add syrups and mix into a smooth 
paste 

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      
you pour

4. Sprinkle gold dust to finish

Seasonal 
   sparkle
Give customers the royal treatment with the gorgeous glitter of Zuma Gold Dust.  
This vegan approved topping adds festive cheer to even the dullest winter day.
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Orange Spiced 
Hot Chocolate 

noun; a very profitable drink - made with just steamed milk, flavoured 
with purée, syrup or sauce, popular with children. 

}steamer



The Zuma Hot Chocolate collection has been lovingly created over the 
last 16 years to include chocolates for every business and palate.  The 
stars of the show for wowing customers are Thick and Double - which 
will feature on your menu this winter? 

Hot chocolate may not be an every day go-to 
drink like tea or coffee, but on a cold winters 
day there is nothing quite like a warming mug 
of hot chocolate topped with whipped cream, 
gooey marshmallows and thick chocolate 
sauce.  Zuma now offers 9 chocolates to 
choose from.  Starting with our easy every   
day chocolate Zuma Original which has a   
25% cocoa content, the range goes all the 
way through to our 100% Organic Cocoa, for 
baristas wanting to create their own blend. 

Deciding which Zuma chocolate to add to your 
menu is easy.  Take a look at your customers 
then choose a couple as permanent menu 
options, for example Original and Dark.  This 
combination caters to all customers from 
children and adults looking for a milky hot 
chocolate, whilst Zuma Dark has a richness 
and depth suited to customers who prefer a 
higher cocoa content.  For ethically focussed 
businesses looking for this combination try 
Zuma Fairtrade, Organic and Zuma Direct, 
the same taste profiles but with the added 
benefits of supporting the farmers who grow 
cocoa in Africa and Peru. 

Zuma Hot Chocolates are available in a mixture 
of 2kg tins and 1kgs flat bottomed resealable 
bags.  Most are approved by The Vegan 
Society, whilst the remainder are approved by 
The Vegetarian Society. For full details of the 
entire range visit zumadrinks.com

THICK HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 100ml milk
 • 1 scoop Zuma Thick hot chocolate 

1. Pour milk into steaming pitcher
2. Add hot chocolate powder and whisk well
3. Heat using a steam wand until it thickens 
4. Pour and serve 

CLASSIC HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Original hot chocolate 
 • Steamed milk

1. Combine hot chocolate with a splash            
of hot water

2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour

DOUBLE HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Double hot chocolate 
 • Steamed milk

1. Combine hot chocolate with a splash               
of hot water

2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour

Spoilt for      
    choice

Zuma Double       
Hot Chocolate 

Zuma Thick 
Hot Chocolate

1514

ADD A DOUBLE ESPRESSO TO 
A SHORT SHOT OF ZUMA THICK 
CHOCOLATE THEN SERVE WITH 

SOME CRUNCHY BISCOTTI 
OR MARSHMALLOWS FOR   

DECADENT DIPPING 

Bellissimo

33% DARK

35% DOUBLE

100% COCOA

WHITE

25% ORIGINAL

25% THICK

33% FAIRTRADE

40% ORGANIC

25% DIRECT 

/zumadrinks



The base of Loaded Hot Chocolates 
should be a simple; Zuma Original, 
White or Dark.  Using Thick or Double 
could make the whole experience just 
too much, even for the most die-hard 
chocoholic.  Offering customers the 
option of dark or white as a base 
gives the chance to customise a little 
without too much decision making. 
From then on, it ’s up to you.  We have 
a great range of toppings, see page 
58 for all the details.  For winter we 
are particularly in love with Golden 
Balls, how about listing these as 
Jingle Balls on your menu?  We also 
sourced mini doughnuts, chocolate 
stars and gingerbread-men from 
the supermarket.  Take a stroll down 
the baking or confectionery aisles 
- there are so many options to take 
your Loaded drinks to new levels. 
Profiteroles?  Why not?! It's also 
possible to flavour your whipped 
cream (or cold foam) to top off your 
creations, by simply adding syrup into 
the cannister, or blender jar, before 
foaming.  How about a hazelnut cream 
on a dark hot chocolate, or mint cream 
on a white chocolate? 

Zuma White is the perfect base for 
Loaded chocolates. It's made with 
a blend of cocoa butter and milk 
powder – not cocoa solids, which 
make chocolate brown, so you can go 
all out on the chocolates you add on 
top.  It is delicious on its own, but as 

with any of the Zuma chocolates pairs 
beautifully with any number of syrups 
for seasonal specials.  Our research 
tells us customers prefer to be offered 
a complete drink, e.g. a Raspberry 
White hot chocolate, rather than ‘add 
a shot of syrup’ at the bottom of the 
menu. Unlike industry professionals, 
customers won’t necessarily know 
which combination of flavours will 
work, or want to have to think too hard 
about it, they simply want a enjoy 
great tasting drink. When naming your 
Zuma Loaded Chocolates be sure to 
include some flavour descriptions  - 
an Exploding Chocolate may sound 
like fun, but a Chilli Volcano Loaded 
Chocolate tells customers more about 
the taste they can expect.  Let the 
surprise be the amount of toppings, 
not the flavour of the whole drink!

STRAWBERRY BLONDIE HOT 
CHOCOLATE

 • 1 scoop Zuma White hot chocolate 
 • 15ml Sweetbird Strawberry purée
 • Milk
 • Whipped cream & Golden Balls 

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate with 
a splash of hot water and mix to a 
smooth paste

2. Add purée and mix again
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour
4. Top with whipped cream, a drizzle 

of purée and golden balls

CHOCOLATE LOVERS                              
HOT CHOCOLATE

 • 1 pump Zuma Dark Chocolate sauce
 • 1 scoop Zuma Organic hot chocolate 
 • Whipped cream
 • Mini chocolate ring doughnuts

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate with 
sauce 

2. Add a splash of hot water and mix 
to a smooth paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

4. Finish with whipped cream, 
a drizzle of sauce and mini 
doughnuts

BANOFFEE HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark hot 
chocolate 

 • 15ml Sweetbird Banana purée
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird English Toffee 
syrup

 • Milk
1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate with 

a splash of hot water
2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Add syrup and purée and mix again
4. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour
5. Go all out on toppings - banana 

pieces, toffee, biscuits...

Freakshakes were a soaring success in the summer - just looking on the internet shows 
the array of crazy creations on offer. For winter, flip this trend to create Zuma Loaded Hot 
Chocolates, decorated with all kinds of over the top toppings and finishes.   

Drinks as 
Strawberry Blondie 
Hot Chocolate

Chocolate Lovers                              
Hot Chocolate
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Share your creations! 
#zumaloadedchocs

   desserts
Zuma Loaded Hot Chocolates are 
incredible - even if we do say do 
ourselves.  One thing they are 
not however, is quick to make. 
Think about whether they will fit 
operationally in your business 
before adding them to your 
menu. Or, consider serving them 
at a certain time of day, maybe 

avoiding the morning rush but 
picking up the quieter afternoon 
session, which our research 
tells us is the key time for hot 
chocolate sales.  Be sure to let 
customers know these are more 
of a dessert made to order, rather 
than a quick take-away, to help 
manage their expectations. 

}slow chocolate



Ooh so 

Each of the Zuma Sauces come 
in 1.9ltr bottles, giving 63 servings, 
based on 2 pumps in a 12oz drink. 

Our premium pumps are 
completely reusable as they can 
be easily dismantled for cleaning. 

Zuma Sauces; rich, thick and full of flavour.  Whether used in or on drinks                      
they deliver the same silky smooth sauce with every pump. 

Drizzling sauce on top of whipped 
cream on a hot chocolate, or zig 
zagged across a caramel latte all 
adds value for customers, at very little 
cost to a business.  Zuma Sauces are 
available in three versatile flavours; 
White Chocolate and Caramel, which 
are approved for vegetarians by The 
Vegetarian Society and Zuma Dark 
Chocolate sauce, approved by The 
Vegan Society.

Zuma Sauces are rich enough to 
be used to make drinks, as well as 
decorating hot chocolates, frappés 
or mochas. Use the Dark or White 
Chocolate to make quick and 
profitable hot chocolates and mochas. 
Just 2 pumps of sauce into a 12oz cup, 
top up with steamed milk, pour and 
serve with lots of whipped cream, 
marshmallows and, of course, more 
sauce on top.

For easy portion control use our 
premium sauce pumps which give 
a 15ml (½ fl.oz) dose with every full 
pump.  Keep a squeezy bottle near 

the espresso machine to decorate 
drinks. Use the end of a thermometer 
to create patterns after drizzling. 
Refillable squeezy bottles are the 
environmentally friendly alternative to 
single use sauce pens which cannot 
be recycled and often leave a lot of 
sauce waste in the pen. 

CARAMEL CAFFE FRAPPÉ 
 • Ice 
 • Milk
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Caffé frappé 
 • 1 pump Zuma Caramel sauce 
 • Whipped cream and toppings

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add frappé and sauce
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth
6. Pour back into cup and finish with 

whipped cream and a drizzle of 
sauce

ULTIMATE MOCHA 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Zuma Dark Chocolate 
sauce

 • Milk 
 • Zuma Gold Dust

1. Combine 2 pumps sauce with 
double espresso

2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as          

you pour
4. Decorate with cream and more 

sauce

WINTER SPICE STEAMER
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Winter Spice 
syrup

 • 1 pump Zuma White                      
Chocolate sauce 

 • Milk
5. Add syrup and sauce to                       

milk and steam 
6. Pour into cup and finish                     

with mini marshmallows

Winter Spice 
Steamer

Ultimate Mocha

Caramel Caffe 
Frappé 
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With over 50 delicious syrups in six varieties: 
Classic, Creative, Fruit, Iced Tea, Lemonade 
and Sugar-free, there’s a Sweetbird syrup for 
every customer and season.  From traditional 
flavours like vanilla, butterscotch and caramel 
to dessert-inspired confections,  creativity 
is mixed with versatility so you can make 
hot, cold and ice-blended drinks that your 
customers will love.  All Sweetbird syrups 
are approved by The Vegan Society so 
are the perfect ingredient to use with milk 
alternatives for hundreds of tasty vegan 
friendly recipes from lattes to milkshakes and 
frappés.

S'MORES CHOCOLATE FRAPPÉ
 • Ice 
 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Chocolate frappé
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird S’mores syrup
 • Whipped cream 
 • Zuma Chocolate sauce (to decorate)
 • Mini marshmallows 

1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top of the cup
2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Add frappé and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly then blend until 

smooth
6. Finish with whipped cream, a drizzle               

of sauce and mini marshmallows

FUDGE HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Fudge syrup 
 • Milk
 • Whipped cream 
 • Toffee crunch 
 • Zuma Hot Chocolate Shaker

1. Combine hot chocolate with a splash                 
of hot water

2. Add syrup then mix to a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour
4. Decorate with whipped cream, toppings 

and dust with chocolate

TOASTED MARSHMALLOW COLD FOAM
 • 200ml cold skimmed milk 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Toasted Marshmallow 
syrup

 • Mini marshmallows
1. Pour 200ml cold skimmed milk into            

a cold foam jar 
2. Add syrup 
3. Blend on small milkshake setting for                 

18 seconds 
4. Pour back into cup and sprinkle with 

marshmallows

the

Offer grown up customers a trip down memory lane with Sweetbird’s 
favourite sweet shop flavoured syrups.  Pair with chocolate or coffee, 
in hot or cold drinks to keep your menu fun for regular customers. 
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Candy
store

These recipes are just a selection available on 
sweetbird.com.  Relaunched as part of the Sweetbird 
rebrand the website is packed full of information 
about the entire Sweetbird collection of syrups, 
smoothies, purées and frappés.  The recipes on the 
site show how to mix and match all of the range to 
make the most of whichever products you stock.   

The site is also home to a whole host of support 
material to shout about drinks in-store. Sweetbird is 
also very active on social media - be sure to follow 
and share, we love to hear about our products being 
used and seeing your own Drinking ThinkingTM  in 
practise. 

/hellosweetbird

}sweetbird.com



MINT CHOC FRAPPÉ
 • Ice 
 • Milk
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Chocolate frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Mint syrup 

1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top      
of the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add frappé and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly then blend 

until smooth

MINT HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Mint syrup
 • Steamed milk 

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate     
with a splash of hot water

2. Add syrup then mix to a smooth 
paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      
you pour

FRENCH VANILLA ICED LATTE
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird French     
Vanilla syrup 

 • Milk
 • Ice  

1. Add double espresso into cup
2. Add 2 pumps syrup
3. Top to ¾ with cold milk
4. Stir then add ice cubes

FRENCH VANILLA LATTE 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird French      
Vanilla syrup

 • Steamed milk
 • Zuma Caramel sauce

1. Combine a double espresso       
with syrup in the cup

2. Top up with steamed milk
3. Zig-zag with Caramel sauce to 

finish

RASPBERRY & BLACKCURRANT 
SMOOTHIE 

 • Ice
 • Sweetbird Raspberry & Blackcurrant 
smoothie 

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour water over ice to ⅓ full
3. Pour smoothie over water and      

ice to the top
4. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jug
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

RASPBERRY & BLACKCURRANT 
SOOTHIETM

 • 50ml Sweetbird Raspberry & 
Blackcurrant smoothie 

 • Hot water 
1. Pour smoothie into cup
2. Top up with hot water then stir

Mint Chocolate 
Frappé  

French Vanilla 
Iced Latte 

Raspberry & 
Blackcurrant 

SoothieTM

French Vanilla 
Latte 

Mint Hot 
Chocolate 
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Seasonal 
     switch
High street stores now offer early and late winter menus showing just how 
important keeping menus fresh is. As summer changes to autumn, then 
autumn to winter these recipes show just how easy it is to switch from cold 
to hot without investing in lots of new products. 

Raspberry & 
Blackcurrant 

Smoothie



Hello Sweetbird have lovingly blended 
delicious flavours of caramelised 
sugar with rich caramel notes 
to create a honeycomb syrup 
reminiscent of our favourite chocolate 
bar.  This new syrup pairs with dark 
or white hot chocolates but works so 
well in iced or hot coffees and many 
indulgent frappé recipes. 

OAT AND HONEYCOMB BREAKFAST 
FRAPPÉ 

 • Ice 
 • Oat milk
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Vanilla frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup

1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top of 
the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add frappé and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly then blend 

until smooth

HONEYCOMB STEAMER 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup

 • Oat milk 
 • Zuma Gold Dust

6. Add syrup to milk and steam 
7. Pour into cup and finish with     

Gold Dust 

HONEYCOMB BEET LATTE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Organic Beetroot 
powder 

 • 1 pump Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup 

 • Oat milk
1. Combine beetroot powder and 

syrup in cup
2. Add a splash of hot water and mix 

into a paste 
3. Top with steamed milk, stirring as 

you pour

HONEYCOMB HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate with                     

a splash of hot water
2. Add syrup then mix to a smooth 

paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

HONEYCOMB LATTE 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup

 • Steamed milk
 • Zuma Caramel sauce

1. Combine a double espresso       
with syrup in the cup

2. Top up with steamed milk
3. Zig-zag with Caramel sauce to 

finish

CHOCOLATE HONEYCOMB HAPPÉ 
 • ½ scoop Sweetbird Chocolate 
frappé

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup 

 • Milk
1. Mix frappé with syrup and a splash 

of hot water in a cup
2. Stir into a smooth paste 
3. Top with steamed milk, stirring as 

you pour

CHOCOLATE HONEYCOMB 
MILKSHAKE

 • Ice / milk 
 • ½ scoop Sweetbird Chocolate 
frappé

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Honeycomb 
syrup

1. Half fill cup with ice
2. Fill cup with milk (to 1cm below 
    the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into                

blender jug
4. Add syrup and frappé
5. Put the lid on tightly then                   

blend until smooth 

Introducing Honeycomb, the newest addition to the Sweetbird Creative syrup family. 
This hugely popular and versatile flavour has been introduced in answer to many 
customer requests - what syrup would you like us to add next?  
Let us know @hellosweetbird 

Honeycomb 
Latte 

Honeycomb Hot 
Chocolate 

+ honeycomb 
cold foam 
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 • FREE FROM ARTIFICIAL COLOURS AND PRESERVATIVES         
 • REGISTERED WITH THE VEGAN SOCIETY
 • FREE FROM GMOS
 • FREE FROM HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP

honey

/hellosweetbird



‘Tis the 
season
With so many holidays during autumn 
and winter, from Halloween, Bonfire Night, 
Thanksgiving and Christmas there has never 
been a better time to start adding seasonal 
specials to your menu.  Sweetbird Creative 
syrups allow you to be just that, creative.     
Add these specialist flavours to menus all year 
round or introduce them as guest flavours to 
generate a limited edition buzz.  Create your 
own seasonal drinks such as pumpkin spice 
lattes for Halloween, eggnog hot chocolates 
for Christmas or a simple toffee apple latte for 
Bonfire Night.  When all the holidays are over 
let customers vote on which drink they would 
like to see return as a permanent feature.  

TOASTED MARSHMALLOW HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Double hot chocolate
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Toasted Marshmallow 
syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
 • Whipped cream 
 • Zuma Dark Chocolate sauce
 • Golden Balls

1. Combine hot chocolate with a splash of     
hot water

2. Add syrup then mix to a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour
4. Top with cream, chocolate sauce and balls

WINTER SPICE LATTE 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Winter Spice syrup
 • Steamed milk

1. Combine a double espresso with syrup        
in the cup

2. Top up with steamed milk

EGGNOG WHITE HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma White hot chocolate
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Eggnog syrup 
 • Steamed milk 
 • Whipped cream 
 • Toffee Crunch

1. Combine hot chocolate with a splash of          
hot water

2. Add syrup then mix to a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour
4. Top with cream and toffee crunch

SPICED TOFFEE HAPPÉ 
 • ½ scoop Sweetbird Sticky Toffee frappé
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Winter Spice syrup 
 • Milk
 • Whipped cream
 • Triple Chocolate Crispies
 • Zuma Chocolate Shaker

1. Mix frappé powder with a splash of                   
hot water in a cup

2. Add syrup and stir again
3. Top with steamed milk, stirring as you pour
4. Top with cream, a dusting of chocolate and 

crispies

SALTED CARAMEL CAPPUCCINO 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Salted Caramel syrup 
 • Milk
 • Zuma Caramel sauce 

1. Combine espresso with syrup in the cup
2. Top up with foamed milk
3. Finish with a drizzle of sauce

From seasonal favourites to guest limited editions, Sweetbird Creative      
syrups helps introduce specialist seasonal flavours to your menu.  

Toasted Marshmallow 
Hot Chocolate + 
Golden Balls

Spiced Toffee Happé 
 with Triple Chocolate 

Crispies

Eggnog White Hot 
Chocolate with 
Toffee Crunch
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Christmas    

Gingerbread is one of the 
key flavours in the Sweetbird 
Classic syrup collection and a 
must have for autumn/winter 
2018.  Together with dessert 
inspired flavours like s’mores 
and honeycomb, classics 
such as nut, mint and the 
newly popular salted caramel, 
gingerbread will be a hero on 
the high street this year. 

For winter 2018 Sweetbird 
have dressed up their 
gingerbread syrup with a 
limited edition festive label in 
time for the holiday season. 
This gingerbread syrup mixes 
biscuity tones with real 
ginger to create delicious 
flavour with a pleasingly fiery 
after-taste.  One of the most 
popular syrups, gingerbread 
really comes into its own in 
the winter holidays, whether 
used in lattes and white or 
dark hot chocolates.  Add 
any of the following recipes 
to your winter menu to 
give customers a taste of 
Christmas. 

Available in lots of timeless 
flavours, from caramel to Irish 
cream, the versatile Sweetbird 
Classic syrups add traditional 
flavours to coffees and an 

extra depth to hot chocolates 
and frappés.  Sweetbird have 
created the range using a 
select number of ingredients, 
and kept it free from artificial 
colours, preservatives, GMOs 
and high fructose corn syrup 
too.  All are approved by The 
Vegan Society to be used 
with dairy alternative milks for 
vegan friendly options. 

GINGERBREAD COLD FOAM
 • 150ml cold skimmed milk 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird 
Gingerbread syrup

1. Pour 150ml cold skimmed 
milk into a cold foam jar 

2. Add syrup 
3. Blend on small milkshake 

setting for 18 seconds 
4. Serve with a mini 

gingerbread man on the 
side 

GINGERBREAD CAFFE HAPPÉ
 • ½ scoop Sweetbird Caffé 
frappé

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird 
Gingerbread syrup 

 • Milk
1. Mix frappé powder with a 

splash of hot water in a cup
2. Add syrup and stir again
3. Top with steamed milk, 

stirring as you pour

GINGERBREAD WHITE       
HOT CHOCOLATE

 • 1 scoop Zuma White hot 
chocolate

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird 
Gingerbread syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate 

with a splash of hot water
2. Add syrup then mix to a 

smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring 

as you pour

GINGER OAT STEAMER
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird 
Gingerbread syrup

 • Oat milk 
 • Zuma Gold Dust

1. Add syrup to milk and 
steam 

2. Pour into cup and finish 
with Gold Dust 

GINGERBREAD LATTE 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird 
Gingerbread syrup

 • Steamed milk
1. Combine espresso with 

syrup in the cup
2. Top up with             

steamed milk

Gingerbread just shouts of the holiday season; gingerbread houses, soft 
iced lebkuchen from Germany or even gingerbread tree decorations, 
the spicy taste makes everything seem just that bit more Christmassy. 

limited 
edition 

label
FOR WINTER 2018

Gingerbread White
Hot Chocolate

Cheeky 
gingerbread-man
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in a cup

Choose from 
Sweetbird 

Gingerbread 
or sugar-free 

Gingerbread syrup for 
any of these recipes. 



CHOCONUT HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Almond syrup 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Hazelnut syrup
 • Steamed milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with                    
a splash of water

2. Add both syrups and mix into                   
a smooth paste 

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as               
you pour

PRALINE MOCHA 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Hazelnut syrup
 • Foamed milk

1. Combine hot chocolate with 
espresso and syrup

2. Mix to a smooth paste
3. Add foamed milk, stirring as                  

you pour

DOUBLE NUT LATTE
 • Double espresso
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Almond syrup 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Hazelnut Syrup 
 • Milk

1. Combine a double espresso with 
syrup in the cup

2. Top up with steamed milk

NUTTERY BUTTERY HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Original hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Peanut Butter 
syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate with            

a splash of water
2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 

paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as              

you pour

NUTTY CHOCOLATE FRAPPÉ
 • Ice 
 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Chocolate frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Hazelnut syrup

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add of frappé powder and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

PEANUT BUTTER THICK HOT 
CHOCOLATE

 • 100ml milk 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Thick hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Peanut Butter 
syrup

1. Pour milk into steaming pitcher
2. Add hot chocolate 
3. Whisk well
4. Heat using a steam wand until it 

thickens 
5. Pour and serve  

COCONUT HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Coconut syrup 
 • Steamed milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with                    
a splash of water

2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 
paste 

3. Add steamed milk, stirring              
as you pour

Chocolate and nuts or coffee and nuts; both great combinations however you 
eat or drink them.  With four nutty syrups to choose from it’s time to go nuts for             
Sweetbird this winter. 

Peanut Butter 
Thick Hot Chocolate

3130

the

 sweet
Nutcracker

/hellosweetbird

See page 36 for 
Sweetbird sugar-free 

hazelnut syrup



Coming up with new ideas for menus 
can sometimes be the last thing there 
is time to think about.  Sweetbird.com 
has hundreds of recipe ideas, and 
is also home to the monthly Flavour 
Focus. As the name suggests this 
collection focuses on one flavour, or 
theme, to take away the hard work 
of updating your menu each month.  
All of the products come from the 
Sweetbird, Cosy and Zuma collections 
showing how to create more recipes 
with the products many customers 
already stock.  These delicious spicy 
recipes are just a sample of those 
featured in the monthly Flavour Focus.  
To be sure to get the latest edition 
follow Sweetbird on Facebook, Twitter 
or Instagram. 

DOUBLE SPICED HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Fairtrade Dark hot 
chocolate 

 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Organic Turmeric 
Chai

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Gingerbread 
syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate and 

turmeric with a splash of water
2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 

paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

PUMPKIN SPICE LATTE
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Pumpkin Spice 
syrup

 • Steamed milk
1. Combine a double espresso with 

syrup in the cup
2. Top up with steamed milk

CHILLI DOUBLE CHOCOLATE MOCHA
 • 1 scoop Zuma Double hot chocolate
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Chilli syrup
 • Milk 

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate  
with syrup and espresso. 

2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      

you pour

WINTER SPICE HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Organic hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Winter Spice 
syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate and syrup 

with a splash of water
2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      

you pour

Twice as
Add some kick to your winter menu with Sweetbird spiced syrups.  From seasonal specials 
such as pumpkin spice and eggnog through to year-round favourites like cinnamon, these 
versatile, warming syrups turn ordinary chocolates and coffees in something special. 

Chilli Double 
Chocolate Mocha

Pumpkin Spice 
Latte 

Cinnamon White 
Hot Chocolate

Winter Spice 
Hot Chocolate

3332

nice spice

/hellosweetbird

Use this method for 
any flavoured hot 
chocolate made with 
Zuma chocolate and 
Sweetbird syrup



Make 
   it well

We like to keep our products simple and clean, using 
as few ingredients as possible whilst delivering 
maximum flavour and profitability. This mindset is at 
the heart of  Drinking ThinkingTM and applies to how we 
make our drinks too. We understand the operational 
challenges you face. We don't want to add to those 
with overcomplicated processes and recipes. This 
pull out and keep guide shows our most  popular 
MAKES from Sweetbird, Zuma and Cosy.  These can be 
used with the recipes throughout the  brochure or to 
create your own signature drinks. Keep it on hand to 
help your team make consistent recipes every time. 

®
C O M M E R C I A L

CARE FOR YOUR
SWEETBIRD
SYRUP PUMP 
Sweetbird syrups are free 
from artificial preservatives, 
(apart from our sugar-free syrups), 
and are heat pasteurised at point of 
production to ensure their unopened 
shelf life. This means they need 
some extra care for the best results.  

1. To keep the syrup in good 
condition and to minimise the risk 
of contamination keep the bottle 
sealed at all times. You can do this 
using the lid or a Sweetbird pump. 

2. Pumps can be switched between 
finished bottles to a new one of 
the same flavour, but the pump 
should be replaced after being 
used on 6 bottles (1 case). 

3. Whilst the pumps can be washed 
between switching this is not 
recommended as even when 
thoroughly dried as there is a risk 
of contamination.

4. Keep Sweetbird syrups away from 
sources of heat such as espresso 
machines. panini grills amd 
radiators 

5. Used bottles and pumps can be 
recycled where facilities exist. 

THE GOOD SCOOP GUIDE 
All powdered Zuma, Sweetbird and Cosy products have been developed to use with 
accurate portion scoops for good measures. This means customers are guaranteed the 
same taste every time they order, staff consistently and easily make the drinks, and, most 
importantly, the cost to your business for each serve can be calculated and maintained. 
There are four scoops, all with their size embossed on the base for easy identification.   
Make instructions, with the scoop size, are also on each pack. 

32 CC

43.0 CC

60 CC

SCOOP PRODUCT 

MINI 
(4.0CC)

Cosy Matcha
Zuma Beetroot Powder
Zuma Turmeric Chai

SMALL 
(32 CC)

Zuma Dark Hot Chocolate
Zuma Direct Hot Chocolate
Zuma Double Hot Chocolate
Zuma Fairtrade Dark Hot Chocolate
Zuma Original Hot Chocolate 
Zuma Spiced Chai (non-dairy)

MEDIUM 
(43.0 CC)

Zuma Thick Hot Chocolate
Zuma White Hot Chocolate
Zuma Organic Hot Chocolate
Zuma Vanilla Chai

LARGE 
(60 CC) Sweetbird Frappés

THE GOOD BLENDING GUIDE 

4.0 CC

GENERAL CARE AND CLEANING TIPS
 • Do not use abrasives to clean the blender motor base, 
jar, or sound enclosure as this will dull or scratch the 
surface.

 • NEVER submerge the blender motor base in water 
    – THIS WILL VOID THE WARRANTY.

 • Do not place jar onto motor base when the motor is 
spinning. This causes the drive shaft on to the jar to 
wear prematurely.

HOW TO USE AND LOAD YOUR JAR
1. First, fill your cup with ice
2. Pour your liquids (milk, smoothie, water) into the cup 
3. Pour all of this into the blender jar 
4. Add your flavours - syrups, purée, sauce
5. Then add any solids - frappé powder, fruit
6. Blend on the setting best suited to the drink

HOW TO CLEAN YOUR BLENDER JAR 
1. Add 1 scoop/tsp of Cafetto Polar Clean to 500ml water                   

in a blender jar.  Stir well to dissolve
2. Run a blend cycle for 30 seconds
3. Leave to soak for 10 minutes 
4. For heaving soiling, increase soak time  
5. For sanitation, ensure a 1 hour soak time
6. Empty & rinse well to ensure all product is removed

ALSO...
 • Make sure the lid is on securely. 
 • The lids are designed for a very snug fit. Give the 
corners an extra press. 

 • Place the blender jar on the blender base, making 
sure the drive shaft is seated completely in the drive 
socket of motor base.

C O M M E R C I A L

TH
E 

ULTI
MATE

 

PULL 
OUT &

 KEEP 

GUIDE TO
 ALL 

YOUR 

FAVOURITE
 MAKES 



HOW TO MAKE TURMERIC CHAI, 
MATCHA OR BEETROOT LATTE 

1.  Take mini scoop of chosen powder                
as below

2. Add 30ml warm water and whisk     
vigorously 

3. Top up with steamed milk 

Mini 
scoops

Turmeric 2

Matcha 1
Beetroot 1

You may 
wish to add 
more powder 
to suit your 

taste. 

To make a super thick 
dipping sauce mix one 
scoop of Zuma Thick 
Chocolate with 1oz 
(30ml) hot water. 

ZUMA THICK 
DIPPING SAUCE

HOW TO MAKE SPICED OR VANILLA CHAI 1. Put 1 scoop chai powder into a 12oz cup
2. Add 1/3 hot water and mix into a smooth 

paste
3.  Top up with steamed milk
4.  Dust with cinnamon and serve

1. Pour 100ml milk into  
steaming pitcher

2. Add one scoop of Zuma 
Thick Hot Chocolate powder

3. Stir well
4. Heat using a steam wand 

until it thickens 
5. Pour and serve

HOW TO MAKE ZUMA THICK CHOCOLATE 

Add hot water to 50ml 
smoothie mix and stir. 
Add two pumps of 
syrup for added flavour. 

FRUIT 
SOOTHIESTMAdd 1/2 scoop of frappé 

powder to a cup with 
a splash of hot water. 
Mix to a paste.  Add 
steamed milk, stirring 
as you pour.

HAPPÉSTM

HOW TO MAKE FLAVOURED HOT CHOCOLATE

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate with a splash of hot water
2. Add 2 pumps of syrup then mix into a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour
4. Decorate with whipped cream and toppings then dust with chocolate

1 2 3 4

HOW TO MAKE FLAVOURED MOCHA

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate with double espresso
2. Add 2 pumps of syrup, mix to a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour
4. Decorate with whipped cream and toppings, then dust 
    with chocolate

1 2 3 4

ALL THESE METHODS ARE 
FOR 12OZ DRINKS. FOR 
SMALLER OR LARGER 
SERVES ADJUST TO TASTE

HOW TO MAKE FRAPPÉ

1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top of the cup. 
2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Add 1 scoop of frappé
5. Put the lid on tightly then blend until smooth

2 3 4 5

Add 2 pumps of 
syrup here for a 
flavoured frappé

1. Half fill 12oz cup with ice
2. Fill cup with milk (to 1 cm below the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Add 2 pumps purée and ½ scoop of vanilla bean frappé
5. Put the lid on tightly then blend until smooth

1 2 3 5

MILK

HOW TO MAKE MILKSHAKE WITH PURÉE

4

HOW TO MAKE ICE-BLENDED SMOOTHIE 

1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top of the cup,                                 
then fill with water to ⅓ full

2. Pour smoothie over water and ice to the top
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Put the lid on tightly, blend until smooth

1 2 3 4

Add 2 pumps 
of syrup here 

for a flavoured 
smoothie

1. Add pumps of syrup to cup
2. Fill to ¾ with still or sparkling 

water
3. Stir and add ice cubes to fill
4. Garnish and serve

HOW TO MAKE ICED TEA / LEMONADE
1 2

3 4

 4 x lemonade syrup
3 x iced tea syrup

HOW TO MAKE FRUIT SODA

1. Add 30ml purée to cup/glass
2. Fill to ¾ with sparkling water
3. Stir and add ice cubes to fill
4. Garnish and serve

3 41 2

This method also works 
with 3 pumps 

of  fruit syrup or 
50ml of  fruit smoothie 

HOW TO MAKE FLAVOURED ICED LATTE

1. Half fill 12oz cup with ice
2. Add double espresso
3. Add 2 pumps syrup

4.  3/4 fill cup with milk
5. Stir and top with extra ice     

cubes to fill

1 2 3 54

1. Pour espresso   
over ice in a     
small jug

2. Add 2 pumps   
cane sugar syrup 
(or chosen flavour), 
set aside to cool 

3. Add 150ml 
skimmed milk 
to Blendtec cold  
foam jug

4. Blend on ‘small 
milkshake’ setting 
for 18 seconds 

5. Add 2 ice cubes      
to cup. Pour cold 
foam over ice

6. Strain chilled 
espresso over   
cold foam

7. Add straw          
and serve

HOW TO MAKE CAFFE FREDDO

1 3 54 762

1

MILK

HOW TO MAKE FLAVOURED LATTE

1. Pour double 
espresso into cup

                               

2. Add 2 pumps of 
syrup

3. Add steamed 
milk, stirring as 
you pour

1 2 3

This is just one of many ways 
to make a Sweetbird 

milkshake, visit 
sweetbird.com 

for the other methods

Purée can be 
used instead 

of syrup

MILK

All images, content recipes and methods ©Beyond the Bean Ltd 2018

1. Put 1 scoop (28g)  
Zuma Hot Chocolate 
into a 12oz cup

2. Add a splash of hot 
water and mix into 
a smooth paste

3.   Add steamed milk, 
stirring as you pour

HOW TO MAKE ZUMA HOT CHOCOLATE



Winter   
      fruit    
    fusions

Summer may be the season for fresh strawberries and cream or hedgerows bursting 
with blackberries, but the same bright fruit flavours perfectly partner with the rich dark 
chocolates of autumn and winter. Don't be afraid to add fruits to your winter menu, a   
Black Forest hot chocolate just wouldn’t be the same without the cherries! 

RASPBERRY RIPPLE                    
WHITE HOT CHOCOLATE

 • 1 scoop Zuma White hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Raspberry 
syrup 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate with a 

splash of water
2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 

paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

BANANA MOCHA
 • 1 scoop Zuma Direct hot chocolate 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Banana syrup 
 • Milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with double 
espresso

2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 
paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

BLACK FOREST HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Cherry syrup 
 • Steamed milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with a 
splash of water

2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 
paste 

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

STRAWBERRY DREAM                     
HOT CHOCOLATE

 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Strawberry 
purée 

 • Steamed milk 
1. Combine hot chocolate with a 

splash of water and purée
2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

PEACHES AND CREAM HAPPÉ 
 • ½ scoop Sweetbird Vanilla Bean 
frappé

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Peach syrup
 • Milk

1. Add frappé, syrup and a splash             
of hot water to cup

2. Mix into a smooth paste
3. Top with steamed milk, stirring as 

you pour

VERY BERRY HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 1 scoop Zuma Original hot chocolate 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Raspberry syrup 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird Strawberry syrup 
 • Milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with a 
splash of hot water

2. Add syrups then mix to a smooth 
paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

ORANGE HOT CHOCOLATE                  
+ TURMERIC COLD FOAM 

 • 1 scoop Zuma Direct hot chocolate 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Orange syrup 
 • Steamed milk 
 • Turmeric Cold Foam 

1. Combine hot chocolate with             
a splash of water

2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 
paste 

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as       
you pour

4. Finish by topping with turmeric  
cold foam

CHERRY THICK HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 100ml milk 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Thick hot chocolate 
powder 

 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Cherry syrup
1. Pour milk into steaming pitcher
2. Add Zuma Thick hot chocolate 

powder and syrup
3. Whisk well
4. Heat using a steam wand until          

it thickens 
5. Pour and serve 

Orange Hot Chocolate                  
+ Turmeric cold foam

Raspberry Ripple 
White Hot Chocolate

Strawberry Dream 
Hot Chocolate

Cherry Thick 
Hot Chocolate

Sweetbird have created a 
colourful range of fruit syrups 
so you can add a punch of 
real fruit flavour to your drinks 
– instantly.  Made with real 
fruit juice they’re perfect for 
banishing the cold as soothing 
winter warmers too.  Use them 
to make delicious orange or 
raspberry hot chocolates or 
combine with smoothies to 
make hot fruit soothiesTM. 

3534
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Sweetbird Fruit syrups are 
made with real fruit juice, 

so avoid curdling by following 
our methods and not 
overheating the milk



Low cal
high taste
Available in six classic flavours, from 
rich caramel to spiced gingerbread, 
we’ve broadened the appeal so 
you can offer more choice to more 
customers, whether they’re watching 
what they eat or counting calories. We 
have also introduced a new Sugar-free 
sweetener syrup, to add sweetness 
without any sugar or flavour.  

Swap whipped cream for cold foam 
and use Zuma 100% Cocoa which has 
no added sugar, with two pumps of 
any Sweetbird Sugar-free syrup for a 
rich hot chocolate treat without the 
calories.  Add a mini scoop of Zuma 
Beetroot powder for a red velvet hot 
chocolate. 

CARAMEL MOCHA
 • 14g Zuma 100% Organic Cocoa 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Caramel syrup 

1. Combine hot chocolate with 
espresso

2. Add syrup and mix to a smooth 
paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

CARAMEL COLD FOAM
 • 150ml cold skimmed milk 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Caramel syrup

1. Pour milk into a cold foam jar 

2. Add syrup 
3. Blend on small milkshake setting for 

18 seconds

SUGAR-FREE PEACH ICED TEA
 • 3 pumps Sugar-free Peach Iced   
Tea syrup 

 • Sparkling water 
 • Ice 

4. Add syrup to cup
5. Fill to ¾ with still or sparkling water
6. Stir and add ice cubes to fill
7. Garnish and serve 

GINGERBREAD HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 14g Zuma 100% Organic Cocoa 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Gingerbread syrup 

 • Milk
1. Combine hot chocolate with syrup 

and a splash of water
2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

ICED VANILLA SKINNY LATTE
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Vanilla syrup 

 • Milk
 • Ice  

1. Add double espresso and syrup 
into cup

2. Top to ¾ with cold milk
3. Stir then add ice cubes

HAZELNUT HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 14g Zuma 100% Organic Cocoa 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Hazelnut syrup 

 • Skimmed milk
1. Combine hot chocolate with a 

splash of water
2. Add syrup and mix into a smooth 

paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

SKINNY CARAMEL LATTE 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Caramel syrup 

 • Skimmed milk
1. Combine espresso with syrup        

in the cup
2. Top up with steamed milk

TOTALLY NUTS ICED LATTE 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Hazelnut syrup 

 • Almond milk 
 • Ice

1. Add double espresso to cup 
2. Add syrup and top to ¾ with cold 

almond milk 
3. Stir then add ice cubes

Deliciously sweet yet sugar-free, Sweetbird have created this syrup range to give 
customers all the taste and sweetness they crave, without the sugar. 
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 • FREE FROM ARTIFICIAL COLOURS
 • FREE FROM HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP
 • FREE FROM GMOS
 • APPROVED BY THE VEGAN SOCIETY

ALL RECIPES 150 
CALORIES OR LESS

NEW
YEAR 

FOCUS

New!
Sugar-free 
Sweetener 

syrup



With 22.8% of 16-24 year olds* 
choosing not to drink alcohol, the 
demand for alternatives to pubs 
and bars in the evenings is also 
on the increase. Coffee shops 
offer the perfect location, with free 
wi-fi, (essential for this audience), 
comfortable seating and lots of      
non-alcoholic drinks.  For evening 
menus consider having a few specials, 
that are exclusive to later opening 
rather than just same menu as in the 
day. Offering loyalty cards for cold 
drinks is a simple way to encourage 
repeat business. Loyalty cards (32%) 
came second only to taste (39%) as 
the reason to revisit a venue in the 
Allegra Coffee Shop Report 2018.

Sweetbird Iced Tea and Lemonade 
syrups are highly profitable, and more 
environmentally friendly than single  

ready to drink bottles of iced tea or 
lemonade. Each 1ltr bottle of Iced Tea 
syrup makes 44 12oz drinks, while 
one bottle of any of the three flavours 
of Lemonade makes 33 12oz drinks. 
Add fresh mint and fruit to make your 
serves Instagram worthy for this 
social media-savvy audience. 

Offering traditional and modern twists 
on much-loved classics, Sweetbird 
Lemonade syrups are available in 
three thirst-quenching flavours – pink 
grapefruit, raspberry & pomegranate 
and traditional lemonade. Easy to 
make, simply add a few dashes to 
chilled still or sparkling water and the 
perfect, cool refreshment is ready to 
serve. The Sweetbird Iced Tea syrup 
range has been developed to create 
speciality iced teas in an instant 
too. With eight refreshing flavours, 

from traditional teas to syrups with 
added exotic fruits, green tea and 
fragrant botanicals, the range delivers 
sophistication in a syrup. It delivers 
simplicity too. No more brewing hot 
tea and waiting for it to cool (hoping 
it ’s the right strength). Simply add 12 
pumps to a 1ltr jug of water, chill, and 
you have the perfect iced tea that’s 
ready to pour when you are. 

All these syrups are of course 
approved by The Vegan Society, free 
from artificial colours high fructose 
corn syrup and GMOs. The lemonades 
are made with real fruit juice and the 
iced tea syrups with real tea extract.  

Sparkle all 
year round
As more coffee shops choose to open later at night Sweetbird Iced Tea and Lemonade 
syrups offer a highly profitable, refreshing solution for teetotal evening customers. 

Pink Grapefruit
Lemonade

Original Iced Tea
 

Traditional 
Lemonade

Cucumber & Mint  
Iced Tea

Jasmine Lime 
Iced Tea

Raspberry & 
Pomegranate 

Lemonade

3938
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*Adult drinking habits in Great Britain: 2017 - Office for National Statistics



Why our 
menus work
With Costa, Starbucks and Nero 
commanding 76% market share of 
outlets the high street is a tough 
place, with independent shops and 
smaller chains competing for their 
piece of the remaining 24%.  With this 
still being worth £2.3 billion, there 
is more than enough to go around.  
Making sure you offer a wide choice 
on both your food and drink menu 
is key, as is your pricing, with 78% of 
respondents to the survey agreeing 
that the price of beverages affects 
the frequency of their visits to coffee 
shops.  Other key findings from the 
Allegra World Coffee Portal Project 
Cafe 2018 survey were: 

 • 24% now purchase smaller 
beverage size in coffee shops to 
save money

 • 36% purchase fewer beverages in 
coffee shops to save money

 • 21% more regularly visit venues 
selling lower priced coffee than 
they used to

 • 36% have reduced their coffee 
shops visit frequency to save 
money

We also commissioned research 
of our own, giving us insight into 
customers' buying patterns, and 
plenty of ideas of how best to offer 
seasonal drinks. 

 • 43% of coffee shop drinkers will    
try a seasonal beverage

 • Needs to be a pre-designed 
beverage – consumers do not want 
to make up their own drinks. 

 • Flavour and time of year is the key 
determining factor that influences 
choice of pre-designed beverages

 • Consumers are more likely to order 
a pre-designed seasonal beverage 
when they want a beverage with 
added flavour

 • The main desire is to try   
something new

 • Seasonal flavours will prove                   
a greater purchase driver

 • Taste is more important than the 
amount of sugar

 • Consumers mostly enjoy             
pre- designed seasonal beverages 
during winter (32%)  and Christmas 
(38%), influenced by the leading 
chains seasonal campaigns

 • The main driving desire for a 
beverage with syrups is treat based 
for 54%

Still not sure what to do for winter? 
This brochure is packed full of 
seasonal recipes, choose one each 
week as your featured seasonal 
special.  Tie it in with Halloween, 
Bonfire Night, Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, or any other event 
happening during these colder 
months.  Keep them hot, rich and 
delicious, name them well; being sure 
to have the drink type as part of the 
name and you'll have the holidays all 
wrapped up. 

Don't forget, the Cosy, Sweetbird and 
Zuma websites have a whole load 
of downloadable support material to 
show off your drinks, or speak to your 
distributor who may stock some. 

Sugar 
     lift

Caffeine 
      hit

Flavour  
 experience

COFFEE

SUGARSYRUP 

Coffee & 
    confectionery

Flavoured hot chocolate
Sodas / Lemonades
Milkshakes
Smoothies / Soothiestm

Flavoured mochas
Frappés 

TRIPLE 
HIT

Coffee +           
sugar-free syrup 

Having facts at our fingertips is an integral part of what we do. We work with a number 
of research companies, including Allegra Strategies, to keep abreast of consumer tastes 
and industry trends. This is then woven into everything we do as part of our on-going 
Drinking ThinkingTM culture

© BTB Usage & Attitude Qualitative Research 2017 4140
Pricing is key

1. Answering more than one need adds 
value for the consumer

2. In our categories the triple pleasure 
hit is the consumer sweet spot

3. This is where our drinks add most 
value

Flavoured 
coffee



Perfect
  purées
Available in six, vegan-approved 
flavours,  Sweetbird purées are 
perfect for creating super-speedy 
shakes, sodas, cocktails, mocktails, 
and smoothies too.  Deliciously 
thick and rich, our purées are also 
great for drizzling over drinks for a               
hand-crafted finish.  In winter 
they add a burst of flavour to hot 
chocolates; coconut works especially 
well at this time of year. We also love a 
pump of raspberry in a short 6oz thick 
hot chocolate. 

RASPBERRY SODA 
 • 30ml Sweetbird Raspberry purée
 • Sparkling water 
 • Ice 

1. Add purée to glass
2. Fill to ¾ with sparkling water
3. Stir and add ice cubes to fill

BANANA SPLIT MILKSHAKE
 • Ice 
 • Milk 
 • 30ml Sweetbird Banana purée 
 • ½ scoop Sweetbird Vanilla Bean 
frappé

1. Half fill 12oz cup with ice
2. Fill cup with milk (to 1cm below   

the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jug
4. Add purée and frappé
5. Put the lid on tightly then blend 

until smooth 

STRAWBERRY STEAMER
 • 30ml Sweetbird Strawberry purée
 • Milk 

1. Add purée to milk, mix and steam 
2. Pour into cup to serve

COCONUT HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Original hot chocolate 
 • 15ml Sweetbird Coconut purée 
 • Milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with a 
splash of hot water

2. Add purée then mix to a smooth 
paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

4. Garnish and serve

RASPBERRY MULE
 • 30ml Sweetbird Raspberry purée
 • 25ml vodka
 • Ginger beer

1. Add all ingredients to a cocktail 
shaker with ice

2. Shake vigorously 
3. Serve in a tall glass with ice       

with lime garnish
4. Garnish and serve

Bursting with real fruit and packed with versatility, Sweetbird purées make so many 
drinks in an instant. Not just for summer these flavourful ingredients add a fruit boost      
to hot and cold drinks too. 

Banana Split 
MilkshakeRaspberry Mule 

Strawberry
Steamer 

Coconut Hot 
Chocolate 
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 • MADE WITH REAL FRUIT                                         
 • FREE FROM ARTIFICIAL COLOURS AND FLAVOURINGS                                                                                                                                     
 • GMO FREE                                                                                                                                             
 • GLUTEN AND DAIRY FREE                                                                  
 • FREE FROM HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP                                                                                                                     
 • REGISTERED WITH THE VEGAN SOCIETY                                                                                                                                  
 • 4 WEEKS AMBIENT SHELF LIFE ONCE OPEN / 24 MONTHS UNOPENED

/hellosweetbird



Festive
   frappés

Available in seven 
delicious flavours, 
Sweetbird have 
made the blends 
easy-to-prepare 
so you can create 
luxuriously thick and 
smooth frappés in 
minutes. 
Each 2kg tin makes 
50 12oz drinks. 

Festive frappés emerged in stores last year, and 
we're sure there will be even more this year as 
the blended drink period, and warmer weather,  
continues to creep into autumn.  Creating 
festive frappés is easy.  Consider popular winter 
flavours; gingerbread, mint, white chocolate and 
s'mores then choose your base from Sweetbird 
frappés.  As for toppings go all out!  Add some 
fun with mini gingerbread men, who look like 
they are stuck in snow when popped into 
whipped cream, or golden balls as baubles. 

The Sweetbird frappé collection allows you to 
create consistently delicious drinks every time.  
Perfect to simply make on their own or blend 
with other Sweetbird products for hundreds of 
new and inspired recipes.  From fine Brazilian 
coffee to West African cocoa, the experts at 
Sweetbird have hand-selected a range of 
premium ingredients to bring you a frappé 
range that blends confection with convenience. 
All the frappés are approved by The Vegetarian 
Society, are free from artificial colours, 
flavourings, preservatives, hydrogenated fat and 
of course contain no GMOs.  Sweetbird Vanilla 
Bean frappé has been created with frappé 
loving vegans in mind.  Approved by The Vegan 
Society it makes the perfect base to hundreds 
of recipes when blended with any of the many 
vegan approved products in the Sweetbird 
range, such as syrups, smoothies and purées. 

CHRISTMAS COOKIE FRAPPÉ
 • Ice / milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Sticky Toffee frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Gingerbread Syrup
 • Zuma Caramel Sauce
 • Toffee Crunch topping

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top of the cup
2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Add frappé powder and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until smooth
6. Top with whipped cream, caramel sauce and 

toffee crunch

JINGLE BALLS CHOCOLATE MINT FRAPPÉ
 • Ice / milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Chocolate frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Mint syrup
 • Golden balls 

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top of the cup
2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Add frappé powder and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until smooth
6. Top with whipped cream and golden balls

SNOWBALL FRAPPÉ 
 • Ice / milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Vanilla Bean frappé 
 • 2 pumps White Chocolate sauce

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top of the cup
2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug
4. Add frappé powder and sauce
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until smooth

White Chocolate 
Snowball Frappé 

Jingle Balls Mint   
   Chocolate Frappé 

Christmas 
Cookie Frappé
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'It's too cold for a frappé' said no one ever.  Iced blended drinks are now 
popular all year round. Dress them up for the holidays and keep the 
flavours festive with these seasonal recipes. 

Sweetbird frappés can also be used to make happésTM. 
Mix half a scoop with a splash of hot water the  top 
with steamed milk for a creamy alternative to hot 
chocolate.  Our favourite Sweetbird frappés for 
happésTM are Sticky Toffee or Cookies & Cream. 

noun;  h(ot f )rappé - a innovative way to 
keep frappé sales moving in colder months. 

}happéTM

/hellosweetbird

Go all out with any 
toppings you fancy! 



Smoothies
365/24/7
Just like Sweetbird frappés, smoothies 
can be used in winter as well as 
summer.  Using just 50ml with hot 
water makes a warming fruit soothieTM, 
just perfect for chilly autumn and 
winter afternoons or late night 
shopping sessions.  Like a hot cordial 
but with more of a fruit punch these 
drinks are ideal for children too.                

Created in ten mouth-watering 
flavours, every Sweetbird smoothie 
has been blended using real fruit and 
juice.  Easy to store and even easier to 
make, no fruit to wash, peel or waste, 
just 100% convenience in a carton.  
Each carton makes eight 12oz drinks.  
Simply pour over ice and blend for 
delicious smoothies every time.  We’ve 
created the range to complement our 
syrups and frappé powders too, so 
you can get inventive with your own 
menu too. 

PEACH COBBLER SOOTHIE™
 • 50ml Sweetbird Peach smoothie 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird White Chocolate 
syrup

 • Hot water 
1. Pour 50ml smoothie into cup
2. Add syrup and stir 
3. Top up with hot water then            

stir again 

MANGO & PASSIONFRUIT LASSI
 • Ice
 • Sweetbird Mango & Passionfruit 
smoothie

 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Yogurt frappé 

4. Fill cup with ice, level to the top      
of the cup  

5. Pour smoothie over ice to ⅓ full 
6. Fill cup with milk (to 1cm below          

the top)
7. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jug 
8. Add frappé powder 
9. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

BANOFFEE FRAPPÉ 
 • Ice
 • Sweetbird Banana smoothie
 • Milk
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Sticky Toffee 
frappé

1. Fill cup with ice 
2. Pour smoothie over ice to ⅓ full
3. Top up with milk (to 1cm below      

the top)
4. Pour contents of cup into blender   

jar 
5. Add frappé powder 
6. Put the lid on tightly and blend   

until smooth 

PEACH SMOOTHIE 
 • Ice 
 • Sweetbird Peach smoothie
 • Water

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the           
top of the cup

2. Pour water over ice to ⅓ full
3. Pour smoothie over water and ice 

to the top
4. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jug
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

Full of fruit and very little else Sweetbird smoothies offer consistent blends every time.  
With no fruit or veg to chop or peel they are the easy ice-blended smoothie solution. 

Peach Smoothie

Mango & 
Passionfruit Lassi

Peach Cobbler 
SoothieTM
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ALL SWEETBIRD SMOOTHIES:
 • MADE WITH REAL FRUIT
 • REGISTERED WITH THE VEGAN 
SOCIETY

 • FREE FROM ARTIFICIAL COLOURS 
AND FLAVOURS

 • FAT FREE
 • GLUTEN AND DAIRY FREE
 • REGISTERED WITH THE VEGAN 
SOCIETY        

100% FRUIT & VEGETABLE 
SMOOTHIES:                                                                                        

 • NO ADDED SUGAR - JUST 
NATURALLY OCCURRING FRUIT 
SUGAR                                                                                                                                           

 • 1 OF YOUR 5-A-DAY PER 12OZ 
DRINK   



Winter 
        blends
Our commitment to Drinking 
ThinkingTM goes beyond the recipes 
and products we create and share. 
It is ingrained in everything we do, 
from developing new ideas to keeping 
abreast of what is happening in the 
industry.  One of the ways we do this 
is with our benchmarking exercise. 
In 2017 we visited 48 stores, across 28 
brands and reviewed over 200 drinks 
on the high street chains. 

Our latest set of research, which 
took place throughout summer 2018, 
showed a huge increase in iced 
coffees with cold foam becoming the 
must have ingredient to top it. This 
trend isn’t going away.  Just because 
it ’s winter there will still be the 
demand for cold foam - it ’s the low fat, 
low sugar, more profitable alternative 
to whipped cream.  Offer cold foam on 
your menu to top hot chocolates; it 
has the same silky smooth texture and 
can be flavoured with any number of 
ingredients such as syrups or purées 
to add interest to any drink.

TURMERIC COLD FOAM
 • 150ml cold skimmed milk 
 • ½ mini scoop Zuma Organic 
Turmeric Chai 

1. Pour milk into a Blendtec cold              
foam jar 

2. Add turmeric
3. Blend on small milkshake setting   

for 18 seconds 

CAFFE FREDDO + SALTED 
CARAMEL COLD FOAM 

 • Double espresso 
 • Ice 
 • 150ml cold skimmed milk
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Salted Caramel 
syrup 

1. Pour espresso over ice in a small 
jug and set aside

2. Add milk and 2 pumps of syrup to 
a Blendtec cold foam jar and blend 
on ‘small milkshake’ setting for 18 
seconds 

3. Add ice cubes to cup 
4. Pour cold foam over ice (leaving 

room for espresso)
5. Strain chilled espresso over cold 

foam 

CRÈME BRULEE COLD FOAM 
 • 150ml cold skimmed milk 
 • 1 pump Sweetbird French Vanilla 
syrup

 • 1 pump Sweetbird Caramel syrup
1. Pour milk into a Blendtec cold    

foam jar 
2. Add both syrups 
3. Blend on small milkshake           

setting for 18 seconds 

DARK HOT CHOCOLATE 
+ HAZELNUT COLD FOAM

 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • Steamed milk 
 • Hazelnut cold foam 

1. Combine hot chocolate with             
a splash of water

2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring               

as you pour
4. Finish by topping with hazelnut 

cold foam

Whether you have already invested in a Blendtec blender or are considering one for 
your business, rest assured not only are they the best blenders available, but there 
are plenty of ways to keep those blades spinning in winter too. 

C O M M E R C I A L
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Choosing the right blender for your business 
is important as they can be a significant 
investment.  Ask your Blendtec supplier for 
guidance on which model is right for you. We 
offer everything from the entry level EZ 600 
though to the revolutionary in cup blending of 
the Stealth 895 .  

EZ 600
The EZ 600 is the ideal solution for businesses 
that want to launch a basic drink program. The 
EZ 600 provides entry-level pricing without 
compromising the power and quality Blendtec
is famous for.

CONNOISSEUR 825
The Connoisseur 825 boasts industry-leading 
power and a wide range of state-of-the-art 
features designed to ensure speed, consistency, 
and quality with each and every order.

STEALTH 875
Winner of the National Restaurant Association's 
prestigious 2013 Kitchen Innovations Award, the 
Stealth 875 combines all the exciting qualities of 
the 885, with a modern touch screen interface. 

STEALTH 885
The Stealth 885 combines durability, power and 
a wealth of exciting features. Simply put, it's the 
quietest, most advanced, and easiest to use 
commercial blender on the planet, with a tactile  
touch pad.

STEALTH 895 NBS 
The Stealth 895 NBS combines durability, power, 
a tactile touch pad, and sound enclosure with 
innovative in-cup blending technology. Saving 
time, resource and money, this is the perfect 
blender for small or mobile sites.

}blenders

Dark Hot Chocolate  + 
hazelnut cold foam

Caffe Freddo + 
salted caramel 

cold foam

TO MAKE COLD FOAM
1. Pour 200ml of cold skimmed milk  

into to a Blendtec cold foam jar 
2. Blend on cold foam setting
3. Pour foam into cup or to top your 

latest creation

200ml will give you cold foam for a 
whole 12oz. Use 150ml for just a topping. 

How to add flavour
 • Syrup - 2 pumps
 • Sauce - 2 pumps 
 • Smoothie - 30ml
 • Purée - 30ml
 • Matcha - ½ mini scoop
 • Turmeric - ½ mini scoop
 • 100% Cocoa - ½ scoop 

Milk MUST be 
skimmed and cold 

for thick, silky 
cold foam



When we create and develop new products 
we are not only mindful they complement 
the collection, but also how they will work 
as part of the entire product range.  By doing 
this we are helping customers keep stock 
lines low whilst drink options high.  Why have 
a raspberry frappé powder that only makes 
raspberry frappés when you could have a 
raspberry purée and vanilla bean frappé 
that can be used in milkshakes, smoothies, 
hot chocolates and frappés?  Our new 
Zuma Beetroot powder is another example. 
One scoop with steamed milk makes for a 
super bright latte, but can add earthy notes 
to soothiesTm and smoothies, along with 
creating wonderful red velvet mochas and hot 
chocolates. 

The drinks on this page are all made with 
Sweetbird, Cosy and Zuma products and are 
just a tiny example of winter drinks to add to 
your menu in 2018.  For methods, recipes and 
full product details of all the ranges visit their 
own websites or follow on social media. 

Mix &  
 match 
For ideas and inspiration look no 
further than Sweetbird, Cosy and 
Zuma. 

Everyday
  Builders Tea! 

Rainbow Raspberry 
Steamer

Amaretto  
Espresso
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Mint Hot Chocolate 
+ Cold Foam

Raspberry 
SoothieTM

Toffee Apple  
Hot Chocolate

Fudge 
Latte

Loaded Coconut 
Hot Chocolate 

Honeycomb Mocha + 
Jingle Balls 

Cinnamon White 
Hot Chocolate

Chilli Hot 
Chocolate

Blueberry 
Tea

S’mores 
Latte

S'mores        
Hot Chocolate

Eggnog 
Latte 

Winter Spice 
Latte

Spiced 
Chai 

Matcha 
Latte

Peach 
SoothieTM

Beetroot 
Latte

Orange + 
Turmeric Hot 
Chocolate 

Irish 
   Cream   
     Espresso

Hazelnut 
Latte 

Turmeric 
Latte 

Dark Cherry 
Mocha 

/hellosweetbird
/zumadrinks
/cosy_tea



Matcha 
    many     
        ways
Cosy Organic Matcha is the third of our adaptogens. Offering a gentle long-lasting        
boost this cup of green goodness gives a great lift anytime of the day. 

Matcha Hot 
Chocolate

Mint Matcha 
Frappé 

Matcha Almond  
Latte
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Matcha is a finely ground powder of 
specially grown and processed green 
tea. Cosy Matcha is matcha in its pure 
form and is high in fibre and protein.  
It is 100% Organic; meaning nothing 
has been added or taken away.  
Matcha has a fresh grassy flavour and 
is the purest way to get your green tea 
boost. One mini scoop of this, mixed 
into your morning hot milk or water, 
and you’re in for a gentle long-lasting 
boost. 

MATCHA ALMOND LATTE 
 • 1 mini scoop Cosy Organic Matcha  
 • Almond milk

1. Add matcha to cup with a splash   
of hot water 

2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Top up with steamed milk

MATCHA BREAKFAST FRAPPÉ
 • Ice / milk
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Yogurt frappé
 • 1 mini scoop Cosy Organic Matcha 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Sugar-free 
Vanilla syrup

1. Fill cup with ice 
2. Top up with milk (to 1cm below     

the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jar 
4. Add frappé powder, matcha         

and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly and blend   

until smooth 

MATCHA HOT CHOCOLATE
 • 1 mini scoop Zuma Dark hot 
chocolate 

 • 1 mini scoop Cosy Organic Matcha  
 • Milk 
 • Matcha cold foam 

1. Combine hot chocolate and matcha 
with a splash of hot water

2. Mix to a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as      

you pour
4. Top with matcha cold foam

MINT MATCHA FRAPPÉ
 • Ice / milk
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Vanilla Bean 
frappé

 • 1 mini scoop Cosy Organic Matcha 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Mint syrup

1. Fill cup with ice 
2. Top up with milk (to 1cm below    

the top)
3. Pour contents of cup into blender 

jar 
4. Add frappé powder, matcha and 

syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly and blend  

until smooth

VANILLA MATCHA STEAMER
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Vanilla syrup
 • 1 mini scoop Cosy Organic Matcha 
 • Milk

1. Add syrup and matcha to milk      
and mix until dissolved

2. Steam and pour back into cup  

Unlike traditional green tea, matcha preparation 
involves covering the tea plants with shade 
cloths before they’re harvested. This triggers   
the growth of leaves with better flavour and 
texture, which are hand selected, steamed 
briefly to stop fermentation, then dried and   
aged in cold storage, which deepens the 
flavour. The stems and veins are removed 
before the dried leaves are stone-ground 
into a fine powder. 

noun; a premium green tea powder from Japan used for drinking as tea 
or as an ingredient in recipes. 

}matcha

/cosy_tea

See page 48 
for how to make 
matca cold foam
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BREAKFAST a blend of Assam and Nilgiri teas 
– a classic tea for all day drinking
EARL GREY with fragrant bergamot
DECAF all the flavour of our Breakfast Tea with 
none of the caffeine
ROOIBOS naturally caffeine-free South African 
Redbush tea with aromatic vanilla
BLUEBERRY with hibiscus, rosehips & 
echinacea – very fruity! 

CHAMOMILE naturally sweetened with 
liquorice
JASMINE GREEN Chunmee green tea with 
jasmine
LEMON GREEN Sencha green tea with lemon
PEPPERMINT 100% Egyptian peppermint – 
crisp, fresh and clean

A cup of English tea is the perfect drink on a crisp autumnal day.  
Kick back and relax with a cup of organic Cosy tea and a good book. 

For us, a cup of tea is more than just a 
beverage but then we are a British company.
It provides moments in which you can relax 
and unwind, and is an essential part of the 
day.  That’s why creating the perfect blend 
is so important to us.  Cosy is our delightful 
range of organic teas in award-winning knit 
effect packaging.  All organic certified and 
vegan approved, the black teas are also 
Fairtrade.  Cosy Teas come in boxes of 20 
individually enveloped tea bags with tags. 
Perfect for those chillier afternoons when only 
a hot cuppa will do. 

At Cosy every detail has been carefully 
considered, from the best flavour combinations 
and organic ingredients, right down to the 

packaging.  Inspired by the renaissance in 
knitting, we worked with local knitters to 
create personalised exclusive patterns for all 
our boxes, giving you the full Cosy experience.

Our collection of organic tea features a variety 
of flavours including vibrant fruity infusions, 
delicious classics and matcha.  We know what 
matters most to tea drinkers and have created 
a range that’s loved by all.  So, pop the kettle 
on, unwrap our teas, brew, and relax.

Make sure your customers know about all the 
nine teas with a display rack.  The packaging 
is so gorgeous it'd be a shame to hide it away 
at the back of the counter.

/cosy_tea

Hot 
  Brew 



Cookie
    love
Avoiding gluten shouldn’t mean avoiding great 
tasting food.  Kent & Fraser are wholeheartedly 
driven by their passion to develop and produce 
exceptional gluten-free and wheat-free baked 
goods that can be enjoyed by all.

These cookies and biscuits contain no 
preservatives and are gluten-free, wheat-free 
and egg-free.  These perfectly portioned 
packs are just the ticket for those living a busy 
gluten-free life and want to have a little bit of 
sweet indulgence to hand. 

Each case contains a flat packed display tray 
and 36 x 35g twin packs.

The cases are designed for on counter sales, 
selling the products from the tray rather than 
needing a separate jar.  

We are delighted to bring you these four fabulously delicious cookies, 
biscuits and shortbread. Gluten free goodness at its best.
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SPICY GINGER COOKIES
Spicy cookies with a big flavour, where the 
mellow sweetness of spice blends with the 
deliciously subtle heat of crushed stem ginger.

VANILLA BUTTER CRUNCH
Infused with the mellow perfection of pure 
Madagascan vanilla and made deliciously rich 
with creamy butter and muscovado sugar.

LEMON BUTTER SHORTBREAD
Delicate shortbread made with creamy butter, 
sharp lemon juice and the added zing of 
freshly grated lemon zest.

CHOC CHIP COOKIES
Made with dark chocolate chips, creamy  
butter and light muscovado sugar.  The perfect 
recipe for an all-time classic that’s simply hard 
to resist. 



Dress 
   your     
     drinks 
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It's not just marshmallows and cream that give drinks added appeal. 
Get creative with our range of toppings to make your makes memorable.

USE THE MINI SCOOP FOR A 
PERFECT MEASURE FOR ALL 

THE SMALLER TOPPINGS

PERFECT 
PORTIONS

Bring your hot chocolates, mochas, frappés, 
milkshakes and more to life with our fabulous 
toppings.  Our collection of little tubs have 
been carefully chosen to give you the perfect 
selection for all kinds of hot and cold drinks.  
All our toppings are free from artificial colours, 
flavours, preservatives and are approved by 
The Vegetarian Society. We also have bags of 
mini marshmallows, perfect for hot chocolates 
and frappés alike. It ’s the little extras that 
make a big difference; stock up on these tasty 
toppings tubs to keep customers visits filled 
with fun and fancy. Charge per additional 
topping, or include them in signature winter 
drinks, such as loaded hot chocolate for added 
theatre, and profit. Make sure you keep the jars 
on show too, just to remind people they are 
available! 

And of course no hot chocolate is complete 
without a good drizzle of sauce - see page     
18 for our selection of Zuma sauces. 

TRIPLE CHOCOLATE CRISPIES 
White, milk and plain chocolate coated balls 
for your hot chocolates, or any other delicious 
chocolate or coffee creations

GOLDEN BALLS 
Gold and chocolate coated crunchy, malty 
balls of fun. So very festive but also great for 
Valentines and St Patrick’s Days.

TOFFEE CRUNCH  
Deliciously crunchy toffee pieces; work 
perfectly with caramel or toffee recipes, hot   
or cold. Ideal for Bonfire night and Halloween. 

MINI MARSHMALLOWS 
Little clouds of soft white marshmallows, loved 
by kids and adults (125g bag not shown). Keep 
in a jar on the counter to encourage sales.  

MINI RAINBOW CHOCOLATE BEANS
Add some fun to your drinks with these bright 
colourful rainbow beans, or serve on the side 
of a babyccino. 



Back to   
    basics
SALTED CARAMEL ICED LATTE

 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Salted Caramel 
syrup 

 • Milk
 • Ice 

1. Add espresso and syrup to cup
2. Top to ¾ with cold milk
3. Stir then add ice cubes

COCONUT HOT CHOCOLATE 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • Coconut milk 

1. Combine hot chocolate with a 
splash of water

2. Mix into a smooth paste 
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

CINNAMON ICED LATTE  
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Cinnamon 
syrup 

 • Milk 
 • Ice

1. Add double espresso to cup 
2. Add syrup and top to ¾ with cold 

milk 
3. Stir then add ice cubes

VANILLA LATTE
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Vanilla syrup
 • Steamed milk

1. Combine espresso with syrup in 
the cup

2. Top up with steamed milk

HAZELNUT MOCHA 
 • 1 scoop Zuma Direct hot chocolate 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Hazelnut syrup 
 • Milk

1. Combine hot chocolate, espresso 
and syrup

2. Mix to a smooth paste
3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 

pour

GINGERBREAD MOCHA
 • 1 scoop Zuma Dark hot chocolate 
 • Double espresso 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Gingerbread 
syrup 

1. Combine hot chocolate with double 
espresso

2. Add syrup and mix to a smooth 
paste

3. Add steamed milk, stirring as you 
pour

ALMOND CAFFÉ FRAPPÉ 
 • Ice 
 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Caffé frappé 
 • 2 pumps Sweetbird Almond syrup 

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add frappé and syrup
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

CAFFE FRAPPÉ 
 • Ice 
 • Milk 
 • 1 scoop Sweetbird Caffe frappé 

1. Fill cup with ice, level with the top 
of the cup

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below 
the top)

3. Pour contents of cup into blender 
jug

4. Add frappé powder
5. Put the lid on tightly, blend until 

smooth

Keeping your core coffee menu fresh is as crucial as any other drinks you offer.  Use   
these recipes to offer something different to even the most die-hard caffeine addict 

Vanilla LatteSalted Caramel 
Iced Latte 

6160



Brightly coloured and double walled to do away 
with the need for an extra sleeve, these cups 
are available in 12oz 'Oh Christmas Tree' or 8oz 
'Festive Fir'.  Although very seasonal, there is 
no mention of any particular holiday, so can 
be used from November to February. As with 
last year, once they’re gone, they’re gone – so 
be sure to order enough to keep you cheery all 
season. 

We have a whole range of other take-away cups 
too; from single and double walled to illustrated 
ripple cups, and of course lids which fit snugly 
to avoid spills and splashes.  Not to mention all 
our carry trays, sugars and stirrers.

If you have single walled cups you may well 
like our super hero clutches which have been 
flying out the door faster than Superman in an 
emergency.  With six designs in each case of 
1000, treat your customers to a lucky dip to see 
which one they get each visit. 

Rather than investing in separate loyalty cards 
use these clutches, better for the environment in 
so many ways.  Or simply encourage customers 
to reuse the clutches, whether for their next hot 
drink, or as a cunning disguise for an elaborate 
heist...

Fill 
  with  
    cheer
Our beautifully designed double walled cups couldn't have sold quicker 
last year, we're sorry if you weren't able to get them, as we said, they were 
limited edition!  This year, we have ordered more, so many more. 

limited 
edition
FOR WINTER 
2018 ONLY!
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Kit that    
 counts
Once menus are all sorted invest in some solid gear 
that will last for years to come. We have been stocking 
the same cream whipper and sauce pump for over ten 
years.  Why? Because they are still the best.

Our new paper straws are 100% biodegradable 
so can be put in with any food waste to 
compost down.  We tested lots of straws and 
these are the ones which lasted the longest, 
meaning you can enjoy your whole drink 
without fear of a soggy bottom.  Made of three 
layers of sustainable paper, these straws hold 
for two hours without paper residue going into 
the drink or disintegrating.  They have an 8mm 
centre so are perfect for slurping and sipping 
smoothies, shakes, frappés and sodas.  
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Making sure your team knows how 
to prepare your winter drinks is 
essential to ensure your customers 
get a consistent experience each 
time.  To help with this make sure 
you have the proper equipment to 
hand.  Having a cream whipper on 
hand saves endless squirty cream 
canisters, so cost effective and 
better for the environment.  A cocoa 
shaker helps drinks look nicer; 
have one for cinnamon for chai and 
spiced drinks. 

The iSi Cream Whipper is a 
professional stainless steel whipper 
which yields up to twice the 
amount of whipped cream in 
comparison with other whipping 
methods. Very easy to clean it has 
a removable stainless steel valve 
and is dishwasher-safe.  Adding a 
squirt of cream to a hot chocolate is 
the obvious choice when it comes 
to adding value to a drink.  But how 
about adding even more interest 

by flavouring the cream?  You can 
tailor it to the drink you are serving 
- some cinnamon cream, flavoured 
with Sweetbird Cinnamon syrup on 
top of a dark spiced hot chocolate, 
or smooth vanilla cream, with a 
hazelnut mocha? 

Our Server Sauce Pump is a great 
piece of sturdy kit.  It's so easy to 
make up the chocolate too, using 
a 1kg bag of Zuma chocolate.  
Blending the powder with 500ml 
hot water in a blender jar makes 
for a really smooth sauce.  The 
Server Pump is adjustable so 
you can adjust the portion size of 
the sauce - up to 30ml per pump 
which is enough for a 12oz drink. 

For both the Server Sauce Pump 
and iSi Cream Whipper there are 
plenty of spare parts if anything 
ever did need replacing, meaning 
your kit will last for years to come. 

Zuma Dark hot 
chocolate made 
into thick sauce

}the last straw



Cafetto is the industry leader in effective organic and eco-friendly 
solutions, offering cleaning products to improve equipment 
performance and simplify cleaning processes.  Through its extensive 
product portfolio and global network, Cafetto provides cleaning 
products to both the commercial and domestic markets. 

FOR WINTER 
2018

NEW Shine    
      on

6766

INVERSO MILK JUG CLEANER (750G) 
The unique Inverso formula targets and 
removes dried on milk residues from stainless 
steel milk jugs, pitchers and steam wands. 
Easy to use, simply soak and wipe away. 

POLAR (500G)  
The solution to perfectly clean blender jars and 
serving pumps too.  The chlorine-free solution 
will not taint the flavour of anything it cleans, 
and successfully cleans anything left to soak 
for an hour.

EVO MACHINE CLEANER (1KG)
Cafetto Evo® was the first espresso 
machine cleaner to be certified by an 
organic certification body.  It's the safe, 
high performance cleaner for professional    
espresso machines using organic coffee. 

MFC BLUE (1LTR)
This unique 3-in-1 product cleans, de-scales 
and sanitises.  Use daily to remove milk 
residues from milk lines, frothers and parts   
on automatic espresso machines. 

TEVO MAXI TABLETS (150 TABLETS)
These are the go-to, high performance, safe 
cleaning tablets for professional espresso 
machines.  Cafetto Tevo is the first espresso 
machine cleaning tablet to be certified by an 
organic certification body.  It ’s designed for all 
commercial espresso machines with a 3 way 
solenoid valve

GRINDER CLEAN (430G)
Cafetto Grinder Clean effectively removes 
coffee oils, deposits and flavoured coffee 
odours from grinder burrs and casings.

It's not just cleaning products that help your 
business spotless, we also have a range of 
cleaning tools such as the world famous 
Pallo Coffeetool, Grinder Minder and Steamy 
Wandas - which get in places other brushes                     
just can't reach!  

New! 



Getting 
social
Often the most challenging aspect of social 
media is getting the right photo to add to a 
post.  Instagram in particular is a very visual 
platform making it essential to use imagery 
that is striking and catches the viewer's eye. 

Capturing a good image is easier than you 
think and you don’t need an expensive camera 
to achieve the perfect shot.  With a decent 
smart-phone you can be well on your way to 
creating great content to show off your food 
and drinks to existing and potential customers 
alike. 

Lighting is key to any photo and natural light 
sources are a good place to start.  Find a big 
window and turn your subject to face the light, 
this will provide soft natural lighting.  If you 
don’t have any natural light available don’t 
resort to using the flash, this will cause harsh 
tones and unflattering light.  The solution to 
this is the low-lighting technology in your 
phone.  The majority of smart phone cameras 
have this feature which allows you to tap on 
darker areas of the photo and your camera will 
then automatically adjust to a better lighting. 

When choosing what to photograph, think 
about different ways you can show your 
subject but still communicate the same 
message. Instead of taking a photo of a bottle 

of sauce, try taking a close up of the sauce 
dripping down the side of a hot chocolate.  
Abstract photos like these can increase 
engagement and make your brand interesting.  
When taking shots of your signature or 
seasonal drinks, add ingredients of the 
flavours to really make the shot colourful and 
show customers what’s in the drink. 

The last thing to consider before snapping 
your photo is the composition.  The way 
you set up your photo and where things are 
positioned will determine what the viewer 
focusses on when they are scrolling through 
their feed.  A quick and easy way to help 
you align your photo is to turn on the “grid” 
function in your smart-phone settings.  The 
main subject of your photo should fall into one 
of the grids, this will help draw the viewer's 
eye to what you want them to look at.  

Social media can be a time consuming 
business - ask your team if anyone has a 
particular interest in photography or social 
media, maybe they would like to run it for 
you as part of their job.  Agree a schedule for 
the number of posts you feel necessary each 
week to ensure they do enough, and don't go 
to the other extreme and forget about the rest 
of their responsibilities! 

Social media is arguably one of the most important aspects of digital 
marketing, offering a wide range of benefits and helps your brand reach 
customers everywhere. We hope our tips below will help your makes 
shine and your followers follow...

THANKS TO JOHN 
AND SHARON
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follow your  
friends...

Think ahead, we shoot 
Christmas in July

Consider 
palates AND 

palettes

Always have a 
master plan

Don't be afraid 
to make a mess

Prep the next shot...

Prepare for 
some fails! 

Consider composition

Stock up on props...

Lighting is everything

Put in the effort-this 
gorgeous shot took 123 
exposures!

This brochure is dedicated to our wonderful photographers John and 
Sharon who have created our Drinking ThinkingTM style for the last    
13 years - so sorry to see you go; we'll always have the bacon rolls; 
happy retirement! 



We hope you have enjoyed this edition of Drinking ThinkingTM  and have been 
inspired by the ideas and recipes.  Our Spring/Summer brochure will be 
available in the New Year.  In the meantime be sure to follow us, Sweetbird, 
Zuma and Cosy for lots more inspiration and support including our monthly 
Flavour Focus, Drinking ThinkingTM calendar and recipe videos.  
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Peanut Butter 
Hot Chocolate

Praline Latte 

Hazelnut
Flat White


